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Geneva, 7 November 2012

Banque Privée Edmond de Rothschild SA, as Investment Manager of Edmond de Rothschild Real Estate SICAV, has pleasure in
informing you on the investments made recently by its two subfunds, Swiss and Helvetia.

SWISS
In early October the Swiss subfund bought two magnificent blocks of flats under construction in Cologny (canton of Geneva), for an
amount totalling roughly CHF 28m. The two buildings have a combined rental surface exceeding 4,600 m2, comprising 68 two- to
four-bedroom apartments, and are subject to the regulations of Geneva’s partially subsidised (“HM”) scheme. They will form part of
a large-scale neighbourhood development project called “Les Cèdres de Cologny” that includes 10 buildings, seven of which are
set in a large wooded park.
With the addition of these two properties, our Swiss subfund’s portfolio (standing and under construction) is now worth about CHF
454m.
Besides the two new buildings in Cologny, Swiss has also secured three other residential properties in the canton of Geneva for a
total value of about CHF 35m. More details will be provided once the deeds to these buildings have been signed.
The charts below show the geographic and sectorial breakdown of the Swiss subfund, including objects that are under construction
or being renovated:
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HELVETIA
Like in our Swiss subfund, the acquisition efforts have been targeting residential buildings. We have signed a firm commitment
to buy a set of four buildings housing a total of 150 flats near the city of Geneva, together worth roughly CHF 47m. Over the
past two years these properties have undergone heavy renovation work, including on the facades. Our strategy consists in
continuing and completing value additions to the buildings,
- by obtaining a Minergie endorsement via additional insulation and heating fixtures
- and by ensuring that the apartments are properly refurbished each time they are vacated.
Including this new four-building set, the value of Helvetia’s property portfolio now totals approximately CHF 142m.
Besides these additions, our Helvetia subfund has undertaken to buy at a later date a development site comprising 40
apartments in the canton of Fribourg. More details will be provided once ownership has been transferred.
The charts below show the geographic and sectoral breakdown of the Helvetia subfund, including the latest acquisitions:
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FOCUS: BIOPOLE IV, SWISS SUBFUND
Biopole IV, mentioned in our last report, is the new building under construction on the Biopole site in the “Corniche” area
astride Epalinges and Lausanne. The site is dedicated to research in the life-sciences field. Over 30 Swiss and foreign-based
companies already operate at Biopole, which will ultimately provide more than 80,000 m2 of office, laboratory and study-room
space. The area is adjacent to the last M2 underground station and the motorway and has an unobstructed view of Lake
Geneva and the Alps.
The B4 building, due to be delivered in autumn 2013, stands next to B3 (already in Swiss’s portfolio). Its four levels will
comprise 6,000 m2 of space that tenants will be able to equip as offices or laboratories, depending on their needs. The
building’s facade and heating system are Minergie-compliant (2010). They will have on-site “facility management” service
along with other conveniences, such as children’s daycare, a cafeteria, meeting rooms and a medical centre, all grouped
together in another building nearby. The construction cost of B4 will total roughly CHF 32m, excluding the fixtures ordered by
tenants.
We have already secured tenants for half of the lettable space. Negotiations on long-term leases for the remaining surface
are at an advanced stage.

OTHER DEVELOPMENTS
In addition to the recent acquisitions described above, the properties already owned by our two subfunds are being integrated
in our portfolios according to plan. Actual data on the two portfolios will appear in the semi-annual report due in early
December.
MARGARETHENSTRASSE 87 (SWISS)
The building permit will be filed during November.
AGORA (SWISS)
The building was officially inaugurated on 25 October, with rental income accruing from September onwards.
BOIS DES FRÈRES (SWISS)
The enlargement is proceeding on budget and according to plan. The new tenants are due to move
in at end-December 2012.
GACHOUD 4 (SWISS)
Leasing of this new building is 40% completed. A special effort is underway to rent the larger appartments.
We are grateful to you, the investors, for the confidence you have shown since the launch of both the SICAV’s sub-funds, and
we can assure you that we and our associates remain eagerly committed to this project.
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Legal notice
Edmond de Rothschild Real Estate SICAV (the “SICAV”), Geneva is an externally managed société d’investissement à capital variable incorporated in Switzerland in the “real
estate” category, as defined in the Swiss Collective Investment Schemes Act (CISA). The SICAV has delegated administration, management and distribution to its Fund
Management Company, CACEIS (Switzerland) SA, Nyon, which has in turn delegated the SICAV’s investment management and the exclusive distribution of its shares to
Banque Privée Edmond de Rothschild SA, Geneva, which also has sub-distribution authority. Banque Cantonale Vaudoise, Lausanne is the SICAV’s custodian. Subscriptions
shall be valid only of the basis of the current prospectus including the investment regulations and articles of association, together with the simplified prospectus and the latest
annual report (or semi-annual report if it is more recent). These documents may be obtained free of charge from the headquarters of the SICAV, Banque Privée Edmond de
Rothschild SA, rue de Hesse 18, 1204 Geneva, from CACEIS (Switzerland) SA, chemin de Précossy 7-9, 1260 Nyon and from any sub-distributors.
This document is provided for informational purposes only and does not constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make or liquidate an investment or to effect
any other type of transaction in relation to the SICAV. Nor does it constitute a public tender or an offer or solicitation to subscribe shares in the SICAV. The SICAV, CACEIS
(Switzerland) SA and Banque Privée Edmond de Rothschild SA do not warrant the accuracy or exhaustiveness of this document, and disclaim all liability for losses that could
arise from using the information herein. This document reflects the opinions of the SICAV. Investors are advised to examine the content hereof with a financial adviser to
ascertain whether an investment in the SICAV is appropriate in view of each investor’s circumstances, taking account of his investment objectives, risk profile and personal,
financial, regulatory and tax situation. All investments entail risks, particularly the risk of fluctuations in values and returns. Historical performances and financial market scenarios
are no guarantee of present or future returns. Any data on performances mentioned herein do not include fees and other charges levied upon the issue and redemption of the
SICAV’s shares. Any reproduction of this document, in whole or in part, is prohibited without the SICAV’s prior consent in writing.
The main investment objective of each subfund shall be to preserve the substance of capital invested long term and to distribute appropriate income. To the extent possible
the SICAV’s Board of Directors and Investment Manager shall strive to pursue the specific investment strategy drawn up for each subfund as set out in the SICAV’s Term
Sheets relating to the investment regulations. The implementation of said strategies may nevertheless be subject to constraints and to regulatory and legal procedures such
as the Swiss rules on purchasing property for residential purposes. No assurance can be given by the SICAV, the Board of Directors, the Fund Management Company or the
Investment Manager that residential property contemplated for purchase by the SICAV will be confirmed by the relevant federal and/or cantonal authorities as not being subject
to said constraints and procedures.
This document is not intended for persons subject to legislation prohibiting their access to such information by virtue of their nationality, status or domicile. In particular, the
SICAV has not filed and will not file an application with the US Securities and Exchange Commission for authorisation to offer or sell its shares to the public under the Securities
Act of 1933. The SICAV is not and will not be registered under the Investment Company Act of 1940 as amended. This document may not be distributed, and shares in the
SICAV may not be offered, in the United States of America or in any territory, possession or region that is subject to its jurisdiction.

